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Jabra PanaCast 50 Table Stand - Grey

Brand : Jabra Product code: 14207-75

Product name : Jabra PanaCast 50 Table Stand - Grey

Jabra PanaCast 50 Table Stand - Grey

Jabra PanaCast 50 Table Stand - Grey:

Mount your PanaCast 50 as a free-standing unit on a desk or table, for maximum flexibility and
portability, with the Table Stand.
Jabra PanaCast 50 Table Stand - Grey. Product colour: Grey, Placement supported: Desk, Brand
compatibility: Jabra. Width: 360 mm, Weight: 756 g

Features

Product colour * Grey
Placement supported Desk
Brand compatibility Jabra
Compatible products PanaCast 50

Weight & dimensions

Width 360 mm
Weight 756 g

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 85299097
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